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Abstract: Atomic memory is a fundamental building block for classical distributed applications. The new emergent
large scale applications such as e-auctions or e-commerce need similar fundamental abstractions able to cope with the
highly dynamicity of p2p environments. In this paper we prove the correctness of a Self-Adjusting Atomic Memory
that implements multi-writer/multi-reader atomic operations in dynamic systems. The architecture of this system was
introduced in [5, 6]. The self-healing property guarantees the capability to cope with replica volatility (unavoidable in
a p2p environment), while the self-adjusting property helps it to adapt on-the-fly to the dynamicity of client access.
Key-words: Distributed algorithm, atomicity, self-adjusting, self-healing, replication, dynamism, scalability, quorums on the fly.
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Correction de SAM : Une mémoire atomique auto-ajustable pour les
systèmes dynamiques basée sur des quorums à la volée
Résumé : Ce papier propose la preuve de correction de SAM - une mémoire atomique auto-ajustable basée sur
l’utilisation de systèmes de quorums. L’architecture de SAM a été décrite dans [5, 6]. Nous détaillons également un
des modules du système qui permet de réaliser la consultations “à la volée” des quorums en lecture ou écriture.
Mots clés : atomicié, auto-ajustement, réplication, scalabilité, dynamicité, quorums à la volée
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1 Introduction
The notoriety of peer-to-peer (p2p) file sharing guarantees the subsequent success of this technology in commercial
applications. Some of these applications require strong computational guarantees. Internet-scale applications such as
e-auction or e-booking for example, require linearizable read/write operations. That is, an auctioneer must be able
to read other bids as well as writing its own bid. Alternatively, booking transaction needs persistent record. More
generally, these applications need an atomic memory service able to cope with the dynamic nature of the system.
Designing an atomic memory service in p2p systems faces several problems. P2p systems are by their nature
ad-hoc distributed systems without any organization or centralized control. Unlike classical distributed systems, p2p
systems encompass processes (peers) that experience highly dynamic behaviors including spontaneous join and leave
or change in their local connections. The high dynamicity of the network has an important impact on data availability.
The use of classical distributed computing solutions, like replication for example, introduces an extra cost related to:
(1) maintaining a sufficient number of replicas despite frequent disconnections, and (2) maintaining the consistency
among replicas. The former problem can be solved using self-healing techniques while the latter finds solutions in the
use of dynamic quorums (intersecting sets).
Another issue posed by the dynamicity of the network is the replica stress (load). An inadequate number of
replicas may have tremendous impact on the replica access latency since the access latency increases with the access
rate. Moreover, due to limitations of the local buffers’ size a non negligible fraction of replica accesses might be lost.
Consequently, the number of replicas should spontaneously adjust to the access rate.
Related Work Starting with Gifford’s weighted votes [11], quorum systems [3, 16, 8, 28] have been widely used
to provide consistency. Several quorum-based approaches provide mutual exclusion [22] or shared memory emulation [7]. Recently, quorum-based implementations of atomic memory for dynamic systems have been proposed in
[17, 9, 12]. All these papers have a common design seed—they use reconfigurable quorum systems, work pioneered
by Herlihy [14], for static distributed systems. In such systems, clients have to know the set of replicas, and thus have
to participate to the reconfiguration process. In [20, 10] the authors showed that using two quorums systems concurrently preserves atomicity. This result has been later exploited in the implementation of the reconfigurable quorum
systems for highly dynamic systems. That is, periodically the system proceeds to modifications of the current quorums
set (referred as configuration).
The authors in [5] follow an alternative approach for implementing atomic memory in dynamic systems. This
approach is based on recent achievements in the context of dynamic quorums and logical overlays. Dynamic quorums
have been mainly investigated in [26, 2, 23]. Naor and Wieder [26] sought solutions for deterministic quorums using dynamic paths in a planar overlay [24]. Simultaneously, probabilistic quorums were proposed by Abraham and
Malkhi [2] based on an overlay designed as a dynamic approximation of De Bruijn graphs [1]. Recently, in [28], the
authors discuss the impact of dynamism on the multi-dimensional quorum systems for read-few/write-many replica
control protocols. They briefly describe strategies for the design of multi-dimensional quorum systems that combine
local information in order to deal with frequent replica joins and leaves and quorum sets caching in order to reduce
the access latency. AndOr strategies [25] are studied in [23] in order to implement fault-tolerant storage in dynamic
environment. In [21], the authors propose a solution that ensures atomic access to non replicated data in a CAN network using restrictive hypothesis: nodes nicelly leave the system by notifying their neighbours. It is also assumed that
nodes do not fail and the network is reliable.
Our Contributions In this paper we propose and prove the correctness of SAM, an atomic memory for dynamic systems with self-adjusting and self-healing capabilities. SAM construction brings together several new and old research
areas exploiting the best of these worlds: logical overlays, dynamic quorums and replica control. SAM architecture,
which is detailed in [5], is composed of three interconnected modules, each being designed to serve a specific task
(i.e., data availability, linearizability and load balancing of replicated data). Object availability is guaranteed through
replication among several system nodes. Replicas of the same object define a torus overlay, structure that has been
proved efficient in the design of quorum systems ([15, 25]), that is, a system made of a set of subsets of nodes, such
that every two of which intersects. The behavior of the atomic memory is emulated through dynamic quorum sets
sampled from a deterministic overlay traversal. Unlike quorums based on dynamic paths [26] which avoid the holes in
the overlay by following alternative longer paths, our traversal fully exploits the self-healing capabilities of the overlay
in order to probe a minimal number of nodes.
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We propose an algorithm that implements such quorum-based phases, and prove that the read/write operations are
atomic—i.e., linearizable—despite asynchronism, node arrivals, node failures, and message losses. A particularity of
our approach is the use of a single round-trip communication phase for read operations. This improves the efficiency
of the atomic memory when read operations are frequent compared with write operations. Furthermore, our algorithm
guarantees self-adjustment by expanding or shrinking the overlay with respect to the dynamicity of client accesses.
We show that atomicity is not broken even when new replicas have to be added or removed from the overlay. Our
work is hybrid between the reconfiguration-based systems and strategic adaptive systems. Indeed, clients or replicas
do not have to be aware of the reconfiguration process. Only lightweight reconfiguration is used to achieve self-healing
and self-adjusting properties, which is further exploited to design adaptive strategies for sampling read/write quorums,
and balancing the replicas stress. All these properties—atomicity, self-adjustment and self-healing—are guaranteed
using only constant size local information and, as far as we know, no atomic memory has been proved correct in such
circumstances.
Road Map The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model and the problem definition.
An overview of SAM is presented in Section 3. The module that handles read and write atomic operations is formally
described in Section 4, and then proofs of correctness are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we conclude and present
some future research topics.

2 Model and Problem Definition
System. We consider a dynamic system DS as the tuple DS = (I X ), where I is a set of possibly infinite nodes,
and X is an unbounded universe of shared data, referred in the following as objects. DS is subject to unpredictable
changes. Nodes can leave or join the system arbitrarily often. Departure includes crash failure while recovery of a
failed node is treated like a new arrival. A node is called active if it has joined and did not fail or leave the system
since then. Otherwise the node is called failed. For each node, a local history is defined as a sequence of events, which
consists of connect, disconnect, sending a message to other nodes, receiving a message from another node, taking
computation steps, and possibly a crash event. If a crash event exists, it is always the last event in the local history.
A collection of local histories, one for each node, is called an execution. Only well formed executions are considered,
that is, if a message is received in the execution, then it was also sent during this execution.
Each object x 2 X has a single owner node and is replicated at some other nodes in the system. By abuse of
notation, a replica of x refers to a node maintaining a copy of x. For efficiency reasons the number of replicas of an
object is strictly inferior to the number of nodes in the system. Each object has a value that can be consulted/modified
as a result of a read/write operation. It is assumed that each object has a predefined initial value. In order to read/write
the value of an object a client node starts probing a set of this object’s replicas. A read/write operation starts when the
first replica in the set is contacted and completes when all the replicas in the set has been contacted.
Self-adjusting and self-healing atomic memory. This work aims at providing a self-adjusting and self-healing
atomic memory. Atomicity is often defined in terms of an equivalence with a serial memory. In the following, the
definition proposed in [19] is adopted:
Definition 1 (Atomicity) If all the read and write operations that are invoked complete, then the read and write
operations for object x can be partially ordered by an ordering , so that the following conditions are satisfied:
 No operation has infinitely many other operations ordered before it;
 The partial order is consistent with the external order of the invocations and responses, that is, there does not
exist read or write operations 1 and 2 such that 1 completes before 2 starts, yet 2  1 ;
 All write operations are totally ordered and every read operation is ordered with respect to all the writes;
 Every read operation ordered after any write returns the value of the last write preceding it in the partial order;
any read operation ordered before all writes returns the initial value of the object.
In order to be operational in a dynamic environment, two additional properties are required from an atomic memory: self-healing and self-adjusting. Self-healing aims at ensuring the availability of an object whenever failures occur
while self-adjustment aims at expanding or restraining the number of replicas with respect to the dynamicity of the
memory load. The load of a memory is defined regarding to the load of each of its replica in the following manner:
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Let Li (t) be the number of operations that some replica i has to process at time t. L i (t) is referred in the following as
i and T i be two application dependent parameters which define a lower
the local load of replica i at time t. Let T min
max
i (resp. Li (t)  T i ).
and upper bound on the load of i. Replica i is overloaded (resp. underloaded) iff L i (t)  Tmax
min
Definition 2 (Self-adjusting Atomic memory) Let DS = (I X ) be a dynamic system and  be an execution of DS .
i and T i the application
Let x be an object in X and let M x be the set of x replicas. For each i in M x let Tmin
max
dependent load boundaries. M x is a self-adjusting atomic memory with respect to the load iff:
 atomicity  restricted to Mx verifies the atomicity definition (see Definition 1)
i  Li (t)  T i .
 self-adjustment 8i 2 Mx , 9t0i such that 8t > t0i , Tmin
max

3 SAM Overview
SAM aims at emulating an atomic memory on top of a replicated system with self-adjusting and self-healing capabilities. This section presents an overview of SAM.

3.1 SAM Logical Overlay
Replicas of an object, referred in the following as memory, share a same logical overlay, organized in a torus topology
(as for example CAN [27]). Basically, a 2-dimensional coordinate space 0 1)  0 1) is shared by all the replicas
of an object. A replica is responsible of a set of zones, each of those being a rectangle in the plane. The entrance
and departure of a replica dynamically changes the decomposition of the zones. These zones are rectangles (union
of rectangles) in the plane. Replicas owners of adjacent zones are called neighbors in the overlay and are linked by
virtual links. The overlay has a torus topology in the sense that the zones over the left and right (resp. upper and lower)
borders are neighbors of each other. Initially, only the owner of the object is responsible for the whole space. The
bootstrapping process pushes a finite, bounded set of replicas in the network. These replicas are added to the overlay
using well-known strategies [27, 26]: the owner of the object specifies randomly chosen points in the logical overlay,
and the zone in which each new replica falls is split in two. Half the zone is left to the owner of the zone, and the
other half is assigned to the new replica. The object initial value v 0 is replicated at the new replica. In the following
we omit a more detailed description of the bootstrapping process. Note that an interesting point to explore here is
the introduction of efficient incentive mechanisms to motivate nodes to host replicas (i.e., to be part of the atomic
memory). Techniques from game theory or mechanism theory can be used to this end, however this topic is beyond
the scope of this paper.

3.2 SAM Architecture
SAM is specified in Input/Output Automata (IOA) Language [18] and is structured as the composition of three main
automata: the Traversal x i , the LoadBalancer x i , and the Adjuster x i automata, where i 2 I and x is the considered
object. A fourth automaton, the CommunicationLink x i j , represents the communication medium between any two
replicas i and j . In the remaining of the paper, we restrict our attention to only one object x. Thus, the x subscript is
omitted. Relationship among the four automata in terms of input/output actions is depicted in Figure 1.
Briefly, the LoadBalancer automata scans the overlay to identify non overloaded replicas. It determines the strategies for reducing the memory load at nodes, and includes an operation aggregation strategy to overlap operation
executions. The Traversal automaton is in charge of maintaining the consistency of the overlay applying appropriate
strategies for executing linearizable operations on the replicas. Finally, the Adjuster assigns logical responsibility
zones to physical replicas and maintains this correspondence consistent. It also handles the expansion or shrink of the
overlay whenever requested by the Load Balancer, and the departure of non responding replicas.
Replicas are accessed by clients through read and write operations on the object. Such operations are implemented
in the Traversal automaton. A read operation consists in traversing the overlay following a horizontal trajectory that
wraps around all the overlay. A write operation consists in traversing the overlay following a horizontal trajectory
and then a vertical one. An horizontal traversals defines a consultation quorum, while a vertical one is a propagation
quorum (see Figure 2). More details are given in the following Section.
SAM starts with a read/write request from a client. A client submits a read/write request to one of the replicas.
The Load Balancer of this replica does not immediately initiate a traversal but rather records this request in a local
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Figure 2: A Thwart Path (left grid) and a Traversal Path (right grid)
heap. Each replica periodically scans its heap to pick the requests for which a traversal has to be initiated. The strategy
to pick these requests consists in choosing only one write (or read) operation among all the pending ones. More
precisely, a write operation is initiated only for the most recently heaped write request (if any), while a read traversal
is initiated for one of the heaped read request (if any). Old write operations can be safely discarded (no write traversals
are initiated for them) as they will not influence anymore the state of the object. There is no such constraint for a read.
Once a traversal is initiated, the initiating replica empties its heap, after having kept track of all the read/write requests
to later return the status of the operations to the requesting clients. Clearly, this request aggregation strategy reduces
the number of requests that are actually served and thus the latency of the memory.
Despite the former aggregation strategy, the number of heaped requests at an initiating replica still can grow very
fast, incurring in a local overload as defined in Section 2. If a replica load catches up with a threshold T max then the
Load Balancer invokes a thwart process to find a suitable replica. The thwart process, as shown in Figure 2 shown in
the appendix, checks the memory along a diagonal trajectory for a non overloaded replica. The diagonal trajectory is
chosen to contact at each step a replica involved in different traversals. If such a replica is found, then it becomes the
initiating replica for these requests, otherwise if the memory needs to be expanded (no overloaded replica has been
found), the Load Balancer activates the Adjuster to add another replica (i.e., , it requests a node in the system to host
a replica, hence to become a SAM member 1 ).
Alternatively, when the load of a replica is below T min , the Load Balancer invokes the Adjuster for a shrink
procedure: the replica is removed from the memory. This prevents probing complexity from remaining uselessly high
when a burst of requests has ended. When a replica leaves (voluntarily or not), the zone is locally healed by relying
on a strategy similar to the one proposed in CAN. On the other hand, joins are triggered by SAM as follows: a replica
is inserted within the quorum system only when it is required (i.e., , for expansion purpose). A complete specification
of the Load Balancer and Adjuster is given in the Appendix.
1 As

mentioned in the previous section, the current work does not focus on mechanisms for motivating nodes to host replicas
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4 The Traversal Automaton
The Traversal is the core of SAM activity. It is in charge of maintaining the consistency of the replicas by applying
appropriate strategies for executing linearizable operations via intersected sets, called quorums. In this Section we
give a complete specification of the Traversal automaton.

4.1 Read/Write Operations
SAM guarantees the atomicity of read/write operations using a quorum system referred in the following as the tiling
quorum system. The key notions in the definition of a tiling quorum system are the horizontal and vertical tiling sets. A
set of replicas in SAM define an horizontal (resp. vertical) tiling if their responsibility zones are pairwise independent
and totally cover the abscissa (resp. ordinate) of the coordinate space shared by replicas in SAM.
Definition 3 (Tiling Quorum System) A tiling quorum system T is a couple hC Pi where C is a set of horizontal
tilings and P a set of vertical tilings such that any horizontal tiling intersects any vertical tiling.
Let T = hC Pi be a tiling quorum system. Elements in C are referred to in the following as consultation quorums,
while elements in P are referred to as propagation quorums. Figure 2 in the appendix shows a consultation and a
propagation quorum as well as the corresponding traversals.
Read and write operations in SAM are multi-phase operations as in [7, 17, 12, 9]. While in [7, 17] a read operation
is realized in two phases, SAM, similarly to GeoQuorums [9] exploits single-phased read operations, for efficiency
reasons. Then, the read operation consists in only one consultation phase, where a consultation quorum is probed.
That is, the overlay is traversed horizontally (from west to east) and all the nodes encountered are requested for their
object value and tag (the value’s timestamp). Finally, the most updated value is returned by the read. The write strategy
contains the same consultation phase to get the most recent tag, plus a propagation phase, where the value to write is
written on a propagation quorum with an updated version number. To differentiate the consultation phases of read and
write operations, the latter is called the update phase.
One-phase reads might violate linearizability in the following way: a read operation executed concurrently with
a write operation may consult a fresh value not completely propagated, while a following read may consult an old
value. The problem comes from the early termination of a read operation that consults a fresh value which is still
being propagated. This violates the atomicity definition (see Definition 1).
GeoQuorums solves this problem by including an additional phase in the write operation, in which the initiator of
a write sends a specific confirmation message when the write operation is completed. Differently, in SAM propagation
terminates before termination of the read. This is achieved by using a lock mechanism to let either another read
operation consult this newly written value or to order this read operation before the write. More precisely, in the
propagation phase the overlay is traversed in a orthogonal direction with respect to consultation (north and south).
Propagation proceeds in both senses so that each replica is visited twice in this phase: the first time the object is locked,
preventing concurrent reads to return the updated value too early, while the second time the lock is released, indicating
the completion of the write operation. In dynamic systems an object may be locked forever due to unforeseen leaves.
We deal with this problem by assuming the use of a leasing strategy [13]. In order to guarantee the termination
of the consultation phase when it crosses an infinite sequence of propagations we use the following mechanism:
each consultation arriving at a replica takes a snapshot of the locally pending propagations and waits only for those
propagations to end. Hence, in a finite number of steps each consultation phase terminates.

4.2 Automaton States
The state variables of the Traversal automaton are described for node i from line 7 to 37 of I/O Automaton 1. First
of all, each replica maintains a tag and a value of the object (tag and val fields). Those fields are updated when the
replica participates in a write operation involving the quorums it belongs to. The op record (cf. lines 16–29) describes
an operation. It contains some identifying subfields such as its identifier id , its type which indicates if the operation
associated is a read or a write, and intr and intr-zone informing about the identifier of the replica that started the
operation and the starting zone. The senses and phase fields indicate respectively the sense (E , N or S ) and the
phase of the traversal in progress, while zone is the zone involved in the operation, among the ones managed by the
replica. Finally, two last fields are required by the lock mechanism described above: locking-prop and rcv-prop . The
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I/O Automaton 1 OperationManager i
1:
2:
3:

Domain:

4:
5:
6:

I N, the set of node identifiers.
V , the set of all possible values of an object.

7:
8:
9:
10:

Signature:

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

State:

11:
12:
13:
14:

Input:

read-write(type id v)i , i 2 I , type 2 fread writeg,

id 2

,

v2V

27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

op a record with fields
id 2
intr 2 I 4
zone 2 R 4
intr-zone 2 R
type 2 fread writeg
phase 2 fcons update prop endingg
rcv-prop fN S E g
locking-prop , initially ?
tag , a record with fields
ct 2 N

Antonino Virgillito

I  N, the set of all operation identifiers.
T I  N, the set of all tags.
M , the set of all possible messages.


rcv(m)j i , i j 2 I , m 2 M

Output:

snd(m)i j , i j 2 I , m 2 M
read-write-ack(id v)i , i 2 I , id 2

,

v2V

id 2 I
val 2 V , initially ?
senses fN S E g
ops , the set of all known operations
tag , a record with fields
ct 2 N
id 2 I
val 2 V , initially v0
failed a boolean, initially false
replica a boolean
adjusting a boolean

former indicates, for a consultation phase, the set of pending propagations that blocks it. The latter indicates, for a

38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:

Transitions:

Input read-write(type

id

v )i

Effect:
if

:failed ^ replica then
op :id  id
op :type  type
if op :type = read then
op :phase  cons
for op1 st. op1 :phase = prop do
op :locking-prop   fop1 :id g
else

op :phase  update
op :val  v
op :intr  i
op :zone 2 i:zones
op :intr-zone  op :zone
op :senses  fE g
ops  ops  fop g

56:
57:
58:

Input faili

59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:

Output snd(hid

Effect:

failed  true
phase intr-zone

z t v

sense i)i

Precondition:

:failed ^ replica ^ freezing = 
op :locking-prop = 
op 2 ops
phase = op :phase 2= fending idleg
id = op :id
ht vi = op :htag val i
sense 2 op :senses =
6 
intr-zone  op :intr-zone

z = get-trv-zone(sense intr-zone op :zone )
j = get-responsible(z)
Effect:

op :senses  op :senses n fsense g

j

73: Input rcv(hid phase intr-zone z t v sense i)j i
74:
Effect:
75:
if :failed ^ replica ^ phase 6= idle then
76:
op = op0 2 ops st. op 0 :id = id or ?
77:
op :phase  phase
78:
op :zone  z
79:
if op :phase = cons then
80:
op :htag val i  max(htag vali ht vi)
81:
for op1 2 ops : op1 :phase = prop^
82: jop1 :rcv-propj = 1 do
83:
op :locking-prop   fop1 :id g
84:
if op :intr = i then
85:
op :phase  ending
86:
else if op :phase = update then
87:
op :tag  max(tag t)
88:
if op :intr = i then
89:
op :phase  prop
90:
op :tag  hop :tag :ct + 1 ii
91:
op :senses  fN S g
92:
else if op :phase = prop then
93:
htag val i  hop:tag op:val i
94:
op :rcv-prop  op :rcv-prop  fsenseg
95:
if jop :rcv-prop j = 2 then
96:
for op2 : op2 :phase = cons do
97:
op2 :locking-propn  fop :id g
98:
if op :intr 6= i then
99:
op :senses  op :senses  fsenseg
100:
ops  ops  fop g
101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:
108:
109:

Output read-write-ack(id

v )i

Precondition:

op 2 ops
op :phase = ending
id = op :id
v = op :val
op :intr = i

Effect:

op :phase  idle
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propagation phase, the senses from where messages have been received. In overall, the number of elements in this set
informs whether or not the propagation phase is pending.
Messages in a traversal are sent from neighbor to neighbor, starting at the initiator replica op :intr of the operation.
The messages sent during the traversal contain the operation identifier id , type type , initiator zone intr-zone , but also
information about where it has to be sent (regarding to sense and current zone z ). Other fields that are related to the
Traversal automaton are the booleans failed and replica , indicating respectively whether the current node is crashed
or not and whether it owns a copy of the object or not, and the set ops containing the operations the replica keeps track
of. Finally, the adjusting field is needed in case of memory adjustment, due to nodes joining or leaving the memory.
If it is true, this indicates that an adjustment is pending at the current node, and no traversal participation for that node
is possible before it recovers its state.

4.3 Automaton Transitions
The transitions of the Traversal automaton are described for node i in I/O Automaton 1, lines 38–109. A read or write
operation starts at node i in the consultation phase as a result of a read-write i input event. This event is triggered by
the LoadBalancer automaton and sets the op subfields. More precisely it initiates the starting phase (update or cons)
sense to E , the initiator identity, the current zone (zone ), the initiator zone (intr-zone ), and the locking-prop field if
any propagation phase are pending at the current replica. Notice that it is the responsibility of the LoadBalancer to
assign a new unique identifier to this operation, whereas the former event initializes other operation subfields.
The traversal proceeds with messages being sent by a node i to one of its east neighbors j , through a snd i j event.
Such an event is triggered only if i is not adjusting , failed and is a replica . Note that if the op :locking-prop is not
empty, then the snd can never occur (cf. precondition line 62). This means that even if a replica has received a message
corresponding to a traversal, while it is failed, blocked or adjusting, it does not participate by sending new messages.
When a replica i receives a message from a Traversal j automaton by a recv j i input event, it checks (i) if it is the
initiator of the operation (op :intr = i) and (ii) the current phase of this operation. Let  be this phase.
When all the phases of an operation are done, the initiator sets the op :phase subfield to ending. This occurs
when the initiator of the operation receives the consultation message from the east direction, or when it has received
propagation messages from both north and south senses (op :rcv-prop = fN S g). For an update phase to complete, the
initiator receives an east message and changes op :phase to prop. There is a singular difference between propagation
phase and update/consultation phases in the way tag and value are altered.
In all cases the replica receiving a message, updates either the operation op :htag val i pair or it updates its local
htag val i pair. The most up-to-date pair is conveyed by messages as the ht vi = op :htag val i pair (l. 66). In case
 is a consultation or an update phase, the tag information is simply the most up-to-date one encountered: it is the
maximum between the local one and the received one (l.80, 87). If  is a consultation phase, the chosen value is the
value related to this tag, whereas if  is an update phase, the value remains the one initially set as the value to write.
Finally if  is a propagation then the local pair is updated with the received one (l. 93), since the value included is the
value to be written.
Next, a consultation receipt at a replica i might make this consultation block. More precisely if there are pending
propagations at i when the consultation receipt occurs (l.81–83), the operation locking-prop field is filled which
prevents further snd event from occurring. From this point on, each time one of the pending propagations completes,
an element is removed from the locking-prop set (l.97). When this set becomes empty again, the snd event is newly
enabled, provided that i is still an active non-adjusting replica.
Moreover, the op :sense subfield is set to the sense of the phase message and op field (including all its subfields)
is stored in ops (l.100). Each replica sends messages with information about operations op in a sense belonging to
op :senses set by the mean of the snd action. Since an initiator starting a consultation or an update phase has its op
field set to fE g, the first message is sent in the east sense. When a non-initiator participating replica receives the phase
message, it records the op subfields to resend it simply in the same sense. If a propagation phase starts at an initiator,
this one must send two messages: one in the north sense and the other in the south sense.
Note the presence of the failed input action. This action is triggered by the environment and indicates that a crash
has occurred. Once this flag is set to true any other action is disabled.
Finally, we briefly describe two functions that are not specified in the Traversal automaton. Function get-trv-zone
which, given a sense (N ,S ,E ), the traversal initiator zone, and the operation current zone op :zone , returns the next
zone in this sense belonging to one of the possible trajectory of the traversal (this zone is crossed by an horizontal line
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also crossing the initiator zone). If many possible replicas exist it chooses one among all. Function get-responsible
which, given a zone, returns the neighbor responsible for this zone.

5 SAM Correctness
This section proves SAM’s correctness. Hence, we show that SAM is a self-adjusting atomic memory as defined in
Section 2. This proof is divided in three parts. First, Theorem 5.1 shows that operations contact tiling quorum of
replicas. Second, the atomicity is proved in Theorem 5.6. Finally, we prove that SAM self-adjusts (Theorem 5.7).
Assumptions. The never-partitioning property ensures that a set of connected nodes is never partitioned, while the
failure-detection property ensures that a failure is detected without any mistake. We assume that those two conditions
are satisfied by our overlay of replicas.
We do not show explicitly how a replica gets “a failed replica locking-prop state back”. When a replica fails
and a new replica takes over its zone, or when a new replica is created the corresponding active node needs to get
back locking-prop information. Given the never-partitioning property, the corresponding replica contacts its north
and south neighbors to get the highest tag , val, locking ; prop, senses values, and information about their phase
participation before participating in any message exchange. The choice of an healing replica is done using CAN
overlay mechanism and is not formally specified here.
We also assume that any sequence of external actions for replica i and object x is well-formed. That is (i) the first
event of the sequence is either a read-write i event or a faili event; (ii) a read-writei event is immediately followed by
the matching read-write-acki ; (iii) no faili event precedes any read-write i , or read-write-acki event.
For the sake of stabilization of our approach, we assume the following two properties: (i) the potential-replication
property ensures that there exists at least one active node out of the memory at any time; (ii) the thwarting-access-rate
property means that during any thwart, the access rate (rate at which requests are received) is lower than the logical
treatment rate (rate at which requests are started). If it exists a replica accepting to treat the thwarted request then the
duration time of the thwart is the period between the first sent in the thwart and the acceptation time. Otherwise, it is
the period between the first sent and the time the expand resulting from the last receipt (when the thwart has wrapped
around the torus) occurs.
Definitions. We refer to tag as a mapping from TId to N  I such that op :id is mapped to tag (op :id ) if at least
one of the following condition holds: (i) if op :type = read then tag (op :id ) = tag i when read-write-acki occurs,
(ii) if op :type = write then tag (op :id ) = tag i immediately after rcv(h prop :::i) j i occurs. Given this definition,
we totally order operations by their tag, respecting the lexicographical order.
We define inv as a mapping from an operation to R + such that operation  is mapped to time  if
read-write( id
) occurs at time  with :id = id .
We define resp as a mapping from an operation to R + such that operation  is mapped to time  0 if
read-write-ack(id
) event occurs at time  0 where :id = id .
Next, let  be a total order capturing the real-time precedence on every event. Second, we define the history
precedence, namely < H , as an irreflexive partial order between operations  1 and 2 , such that 1 <H 2 if and only
if resp (1 )  inv (2 ).
Finally, we restate the atomicity definition of Lynch [19] using the aforementioned notations. If it exists a matching
read-write-ackx i event following any read-write x i event then, it exists a relation < S that orders partially read and
write operations such that: (i) < H <S . (ii) For any write operation  1 and 2 , either 1 <S 2 or 2 <S 1 . (iii) For
any read operation  1 and write operation  2 , either 1 <S 2 or 2 <S 1 . Moreover, if it exists  2 such that
2 = max<S f20 <S 1 g and 2 writes value v then 1 returns the same value v. And if no such  2 exists, then the
value returned by  1 is v0 . (iv) For any read or write operation  , the set f 0 :  0 <S  g is finite.
We define a partial order < t on the set of traversals such that (i) write traversals are totally ordered: a write
traversal 1 precedes another write traversal  2 if tag (1 ) < tag (2 ). (ii) read traversals are ordered between write
traversals: a read traversal  1 is ordered after all write traversals  ` such that tag (` )  tag (1 ) and before all write
traversals `0 such that tag (1 ) < tag (`0 ).
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Quorums properties. In this section we prove that for a given phase, our traversal mechanism involves a quorum
of nodes. That is the phase set of participating replicas verifies each of the properties defining a quorum. First of
all, we say operation  ’s phase completes in one of the three following cases holds: (i) rcv(:id cons :::) occurs and
op :phase is set to ending, (ii) rcv(:id update :::) occurs and op :phase is set to prop, or (iii) rcv(:id prop :::)
occurs and op :phase is set to ending. We define the initiator of an operation  the node where  starts. Typically i is
the initiator of operation  if read-write( :id ) occurs at node i.
Theorem 5.1 If a phase  completes, all elements of a quorum Q have received messages such that:
 if  is a propagation phase then Q is an propagation quorum.
 if  is a consultation phase or an update then Q is a consultation quorum.
Proof. First we show that all messages of  are sent in a non-varying sense. When  starts, the initiator sends messages
in each sense included in the senses set. A non-initiator replica changes its field only by a rcv (or by a snd event to
make sure messages are not resent) and it adds the receipt sense to its senses set. The initiator senses is set or updated
only when a new phase starts: phase is set to cons or update and senses to fE g, or phase is set to prop while senses
is set to fN S g, or phase is set to ending and prop or ending.
Second, we show that replicas are contacted following a chain of adjacent zones. By examination of the snd
action, if a snd(
z
sense)i j event occurs then z belongs to j:zone. Next, by get-trv-zone i function, we
know that zone z is chosen such that it abuts the current zone op :zone i along the sense i axis. Lastly, the corresponding
rcv (
z
sense)i j sets the current phase to z received since j is an active replica.
From now on, we show that it exists a common ordinate (resp. abscissa) to every zone, the consultation or update
(resp. propagation) phase goes through. The proof follows directly from the intr-zone field and the definition of the
get-trv-zone function. First, notice that field op :intr is initially set to the current node zone by a read-write event and
is not modified in any further state. By definition of get-trv-zone and the snd action, the next participant’s zone is such
that it exists a horizontal (resp. vertical) line that crosses it and that also crosses the op :intr-zone .
All these three properties leads to the conclusion. If  is a consultation, the sense followed by messages is E ,
all zones crossed over are adjacent, and there exists a common abscissa between them, i.e., ,  contacts a set of
participants consisting of a horizontal tilling. The vertical one is shown following the same reasoning. The intersection
2
is straightforward from tiling definition.
Atomicity proof. Here, we show that the partial order relation < t exists. The first lemma shows that no locked
replica can participate in any read operation until it is unlocked. The second one shows that a replica receives the
second propagated message after all participants have already received the first one.

)i occurs at time  0 >  with
Lemma 5.2 If j1 :rcv-prop i j = 1 at time  such that rcv(2 :id cons
i 6= 2 :intr , every participant or 1 ’s propagation have already stored the propagated value, tag pair at time
resp (2 ).
Proof. When rcv( 2 :id cons
)i occurs, replica i knows about operation  1 . By assumption, it exists
1 2 ops such that j1 :rcv-prop i j = 1. By examination of the code, since  2 :phase i = cons, the 1 identifier is
added to locking-prop i subfield of operation  2 . Observe that no other action modifies the subfield  2 :locking-prop i .
Next, notice that the initiator of a consultation phase needs to get back the message it initially sent, before the phase
can terminate. By assumption i 6=  2 :intr . Thus i must send a message before  2 :intr receives it. No sndi event
can, however, occur until  2 :locking-prop i is not empty. The  2 :locking-prop i subfield is emptied only if i receives a
second message corresponding of every pending propagations whose identifiers belong to  2 :locking-prop i . Because
of the torus topology we use, each consultation quorum as well as each propagation quorum is a ring. When one of
the replicas of a quorum starts a propagation of  , it contacts its two neighbors in its propagation quorum. The two
messages are sent in both senses over the ring from a single node i. Because of the uniqueness of the path, each node
receives one message locking it before one of them receives a second one, unlocking it. Therefore, each of those have
already set their value and tag pair to the one received when  2 :locking-prop i is emptied. Since the sndi is enabled
for consultation  2 after this time, resp (2 ) occurs when all participants of  1 have stored the propagated tag and val
2
pair.
The following lemma and corollary show that tag ordering respects real-time precedence.
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resp (1 )  inv (2 ) then tag (1 )  tag (2 ).

Proof. In the first case assume that  1 is a write operation, hence  1 completes only if its propagation phase has
already ended. If resp ( 1 )  inv (2 ), it means that 1 has propagated its tag to a whole propagation quorum, when
operation 2 is initiated. By the quorum intersection property, it exists one element j that gets assigned this tag in
every consulting quorum by time resp ( 1 ). Since tag value is monotonically incremented, and the assumptions ensure
that any failure is followed by a state recovery, it is clear that tag tag 0 , consulted during the consultation phase  2 ,
is such that tag 0  tag (1 ). By definition of tag ( 2 ), it is such that tag (2 )  tag 0 and putting these inequalities
together yields to the result.
Now consider the second case where  1 is considered to be a read operation. To prove that the property holds,
we show that the following contraposition is true: If tag ( 2 ) < tag (1 ) then start (2 )  term (1 ). Assume that
1 contacts the consulting quorum c 1 while 2 contacts the consulting quorum c 2 . Hence if tag (2 ) < tag (1 ) then
9j 2 c1 such that j:tag > maxi2c2 fi:tag g. Given that, we show that resp ( 1 )  inv (2 ) is impossible. The
existence of j implies that it exists a write operation  3 , propagating to a propagation quorum p 3 , that has propagated
to j but not yet to any replica of c 2 . By the quorum intersection property, we know that p 3 \ c2 6= , then 3 will
eventually propagate to one element of c 2 . By lemma 5.2, j is locked until after having propagated to an element of
c2 and resp (1 )  inv (2 ) is impossible: if tag (2 ) < tag (1 ) then inv (2 )  resp (1 ) and the result is also true,
i.e., if resp (1 )  inv (2 ) then tag (1 )  tag (2 ).
2
Corollary 5.4 If

resp ( 1 )  inv (2 ) and 2 is a write traversal then tag (1 ) < tag (2 ).

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.3 and the definition of write operation tag. Let tag c be the tag at the end
of consultation phase of  2 before being incremented. By examination of rcv( 2 :id phase
) action that
ends the consultation or update phase, we conclude that tag ( 2 ) > tag c . Combining this with Lemma 5.3 leads to the
conclusion.
2
The main theorem shows that the traversal ordering satisfies the atomicity definition.
Theorem 5.5 The Traversal automaton implements atomic object.
Proof. Two write operations get assigned different tags. This follows from the fact that two writes at the same location
get assigned a different sequence number, and writes occurring at different location get assigned different tie-breaker
tag. That is Part 2 is satisfied. For Part 1, assume for the sake of contradiction that < H 6 <t . That is assume that
1 <H 2 and :(1 <t 2 ). Now there are two cases: (i) If  2 is a read operation, then  1 <H 2 and Lemma 5.3
implies that tag (1 )  tag (2 ). (ii) If 2 is a write operation, then  1 <H 2 and Corollary 5.4 implies that
tag (1 ) < tag (2 ). By definition of <t , both results yield a contradiction. For Part 4, since any operation  1 in H
terminates, Lemma 5.3 implies that all operations  2 such that 1 <H 2 is ordered after. That is, the set of operations
2
preceding  1 is finite. Part 3 is straightforward.
Corollary 5.6

SAM

implements atomic object.

Proof. Let inv LB ( ) be the time at which the LoadBalancer automaton starts operation  , and let term LB ( ) be the
time at which it ends the same operation. On the first hand, inv LB ( )  inv ( ), since the traversal start is ordered by
the LoadBalancer . On the other hand, term ( )  term LB ( ) since the traversal terminates before the termination
operation is acknowledged. Therefore we can map any operation of the LoadBalancer to the corresponding one
of the Traversal while choosing the same serialization point for each of them (i.e., keeping the same order among
2
operations). By assumption, tag and value are simply updated by the Adjuster, thus non-violating atomicity.
Self-Adjustment. We show that SAM guarantees self-adjusting property.
Theorem 5.7 SAM self-adjusts.
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i (t)) the
Proof. Let thw be the duration time of thwart thw . When a replica i is overloaded, (L i (t) > Tmax
LoadBalancer i orders the start of thwart process thw . By thwarting-access-rate assumption, the access rate of i
remains lower than its request treatment, thus L i (t) does not increase. When the thwart terminates there are two cases:
(i) if a replica j decides to treat the requests then the amount of load sent through the thwart is distributed by i to j .
i (t), i is no more overloaded. (ii) if
Since this amount is decided by i to be the set of requests over its threshold T max
no replica accept to treat the requests, then i receives back the thwart message while its L i (t) has not increased since
the beginning of the request. Then potential-replication ensures that an expand is possible and the load overhead of i
is given to the new replica. Finally assume that replica i is underloaded. Then it decides to make a shrink. By leaving
the memory, i is no more considered as a replica and its low load is no more taken into account.
2

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proved the correctness of SAM, an architecture emulating an atomic memory in highly dynamic
systems exhibiting self-healing and self-adjusting properties depending on object load variations and dynamicity of the
system. Properties of SAM (atomicity, self-healing and self-adjusting) are implemented using only local information
whose size remains low while the system size grows. SAM provides an efficient solution to the persistent storage
problem defined in [4]. It is a fundamental abstraction suitable as a building block for many distributed complex
applications, especially in dynamic systems.
We are currently working on experimental results of SAM based on p2p simulator to emphasize its behavior in
face of dynamism and high-scale. Future work includes latency comparison of other alternative primitives for read
operations. Finally, we intend to borrow some interesting results from the mechanism theory to find incentive strategy
for data replication among peers.
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Appendix
A

The Load Balancer and Adjuster Specification

I/O Automaton 2 LoadBalancer i
1:

Signature:
Input:

2:
3:
4:

rcv(hop type vi)j i , i 2 I , type 2 fread writeg, v 2 V
read-write-ack(id v)i , i 2 I , v 2 V
rcv(m)j i , i j 2 I , m 2 M

Internal:

5:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

thwarti , i 2 I

State:

rqst a record with fields
tid 2 TId
type 2 fread writeg
rqstr 2 I
intr 2 I
val 2 V
tag 2 N  I  N
phase 2 fidle acknowledging g
batch , an ordered set of requests rqst
val 2 V
failed a boolean
replica a boolean
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Output:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

snd(hop type vi)i j , i 2 I , type 2 fread writeg, v 2 V
read-write(type id v)i , i 2 I , type 2 fread writeg,

id 2 , v 2 V

shrinki , i 2 I
expand(ra wa )i , i 2 I , ra wa 2 N
snd(m)i j , i j 2 I , m 2 M

heap a set of requests rqst
treating a>set0 of requests rqst
clock 2 R
treat-time 2 R>0>0
treat-period 2 R>0
shrink-time 2 R >0
shrink-period 2>R0
access-rate 2 R the
rate of local request reception.
treatment-rate 2 R>0 the rate of local request treatment.
fwd 2 TId
starter 2 I
order-expand a boolean
r-access 2 N
w-access 2 N

15

16

40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
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Transitions:
Input rcv(hop

type

v

i)j i

Effect:
if
if

:failed ^ replica then
type = read then
r-access  r-access + 1
else
w-access  w-access + 1
ct  w-access + r-access
rqst  hhct ii type j i v ? idle i
heap  heap  frqst g
if access-rate
treatment-rate then
fwd  fwd  top(heap )
heap  bottom(heap )
starter  i
shrink-time  clock + shrink-period

Output read-write (type

v )i

id

Precondition:

:failed ^ replica
heap =
6 
clock > treat-time
W = fw 2 heap : w:type = writeg
R = fr 2 heap : r:type = readg
if W =
6  then
id = rqst :id = maxfrqst :id : rqst 2 W g
0

0

0

0

val = rqst :val
type = write
else
id = rqst :id = maxfrqst :id : rqst 2 Rg
val = rqst :val
type = read
rqst :batch  heap n frqstg
treat-time  clock + treat-period
treating  treating  frqstg
Effect:
none

76:
77:
78:
79:
80:

Input read-write-ack(id

81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:

Output snd(hop-ack

v)

Effect:
if

:failed ^ replica then
rqst 2 treating st. rqst :id = id
rqst :phase  acknowledging
v

i)i

Precondition:

:failed ^ replica
rqst 2 treating
rqst :phase = aknowledging
rqst 2 rqst :batch _ j = rqst :rqstr
rqst :batch =  _ j = rqst :rqstr
0

v = rqst :val
Effect:
if rqst :batch =  then

0
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91:
92:
93:
94:
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rqst :phase  ending
treating  treating n frqstg
else
rqst :batch  rqst :batch n frqst g
0

95: Output shrinki
96:
Precondition:
97:
:failed ^ replica
98:
clock shrink-time
99:
heap = 
100:
Effect:
101:
if r-access = w-access = 0 then
102:
replica  false
103:
shrink-time  1
104:
else
105:
r-access  0
106:
w-access  0
107:
108:
109:
110:
111:
112:
113:
114:

Output expand(ra

115:
116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:

Internal thwarti

123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:

Output snd(hfwd

131:
132:
133:
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:

Input rcv(hfwd

wa )i

Precondition:

:failed ^ replica

order-expand = true
ra = r-access
wa = w-access
Effect:
order-expand  false
Precondition:

:failed ^ replica

access-rate treatment-rate
Effect:

fwd  top(heap)
heap  bottom(heap )
starter  i
str i)i

j

Precondition:

:failed ^ replica ^ freezing = 
fwd =
6 
str = starter

j = get-thwart-nbr
Effect:

fwd  
str i)j

i

Effect:
if
if
= then

:failed ^ replica then
str i
order-expand  true
else
heap  heap  ffwd g
starter  str
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I/O Automaton 3 Adjuster i — Signature and state
1:

Signature:
5:

Input:

2:
3:
4:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

shrinki , i 2 I
expandi , i 2 I
rcv(m)j i , i j 2 I , m 2 M

6:

State:

27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

zones a set of records with fields

x1 2 R
x2 2 R
y1 2 R
y2 2 R

nbr a record 4with fields
zone 2 R
id 2 I
nid  I
pp 2 TId  fN S E g
m a record with fields
tid 2 TId
type 2 fread writeg
intr 2 I
str 2 I
dir 2 fN S E g
line 2 R  R
tag a record with fields
ct 2 N
Transitions:

41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:

Input shrinki
Effect:
if

:failed ^ replica then
last-split = ?
replica  false

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Input expand(ra

wa)i

21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

Output snd(hheartbeat

35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

Input rcv(hheartbeat

Effect:
if

:failed ^ replica then
to-add  get-outside-node()
replica  true
if ((coe  ra ) > wa ) then
hzones to-add :zones i  get-zone(hor)
freezing  freezing  fN g
else
hzones to-add :zones i  get-zone(vert)
freezing  freezing  fE g
index  jnbrs j + 1
nbrs index ]  to-add
a-last-split to-add ]  true
pp pl

z

nid

ls t v

50:
51:
52:
53:

i)i j

Precondition:

:failed ^ replica
j 2 nbrs

hb-time clock
pp = pending-props
pl = propagate-line
z  zones
nid  Sn nbrs fn:id g
ls  last-split
t  tag
v  val
Effect:
hb-time = clock + hb-period
2

Effect:
if
if

PI n1795

pp pl

z

nid

ls t v

:failed ^ replica then
8index : nbrs index]:id 6= j then
index  jnbrs j + 1
nbrs index]:id  j

i)j i

54:
55:
56:
57:
58:

Internal:
heali ,
Output:

i2I
snd(m) , i j 2 I , m 2 M
i j

id 2 I
index 2 I
val 2 V
bounds a zone
nbrs an array of neighbor nbr
failed a boolean
has-changed a boolean
involving-msg a set of messages
participating-msg a set of messages
replica a boolean
clock 2 R>0 >0
hb-time 2 R >0
hb-period 2 R
last-split 2 I
a-last-split a mapping from I to a boolean
detect-time a mapping
form I to R
detect-period 2 R>0
freezing >0fN S E g
coe 2 R

else
let

index be st. nbrs index]:id = j
nbrs index]:zones  z
nbrs index]:nbrs  nid
nbrs index]:pp  pp
nbrs index]:pl  pl
if ls 6= i then
a-last-split j ]  falseS
if 8z
2 j :zones j nbrs f z :y1 z :y2 ]
zone :x1 g  zone :y1 zone :y2 ] then
freezing  freezing nSfE g
if 8z
2 j :zones j nbrs f z :x1 z :x2 ]
zone :y1 g  zone :x1 zone :x2 ] then
freezing  freezing nSfN g
if 8z
2 j :zones j nbrs f z :x1 z :x2 ]
zone :y1 g  zone :x1 zone :x2 ] then
freezing  freezing n fS g
if t > tag then
htag val i  ht vi
if freezing =  then
pending-props  update-pp(nbrs pl )
0

0

0

0

0

0

02

02

02

59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:

Output snd(hexpand

68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:

Input rcv(hexpand

v t

0

0

:

z :x1 >

0

0

:

z :y1 >

0

0

:

z :y1 <

neighbors i)i

Precondition:

:failed ^ replica
j = to-add
t = tag
v = val

neighbors = nbrs
Effect:
none

Effect:
if

v t

neighbors i)j

i

:failed ^ :replica then
val  v
tag  t
nbrs  update-nbr(zone neighbors )
last-split  j
replica  true
freezing  fN S E g

j

0

0

0

